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bandwidth of transmission signals by using frequency bands
higher than those of existing frequency bands. However, as
radio propagation loss increases in high frequency bands,
this loss must be compensated for by adaptively controlling
antenna directivity using massive-element antennas as 5G
multi-antenna technology. This article describes 5G multiantenna technology and discusses the feasibility of super
high bit rates above 10 Gbps.

bands, the application of massive-element

5G multi-antenna technology, which

antennas each consisting of more than

NTT DOCOMO has been promoting

NTT DOCOMO is researching and

100 antenna elements has been studied

worldwide through technical studies and

developing “5G” toward the provision

as 5G multi-antenna technology [1]–[5].

transmission experiments [6]. We then

of super-high-speed, super-high-capacity

Application of a massive-element an-

describe technical issues in the applica-

wireless communications services [1] [2].

tenna makes it possible to compensate

tion of massive-element antennas in high

The idea behind 5G is to increase trans-

for the radio propagation loss by adap-

frequency bands and NTT DOCOMO’s

mission bit rates by using frequency

tively controlling antenna

directivity*1

efforts in resolving those issues. Next,

bands higher than those of existing fre-

and increase bit rate by the spatial mul-

we present the results of computer sim-

quency bands and widening the signal

tiplexing of signals. In this article, we

ulations using massive-element antennas

bandwidth. However, as radio propaga-

begin by describing the operation and

and discuss the feasibility of super-high-

tion loss increases in high frequency

effect of massive-element antennas as

speed communications.
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*1

Antenna directivity: The directional characteristics of the radiated or received strength of
the antenna.
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2. Operation and Effect
of Massive-element
Antennas

connections. While the macro cell

1) Beamforming by Massive-element

maintains the service area using the

Antenna

2.1 Introduction of Massiveelement Antennas through
Phantom Cells

UHF band, the overlaid cells widen

When using a flat antenna array with

signal bandwidth and achieve super

a uniform antenna spacing as a massive-

high bit rates using high frequency

element antenna in the 20 GHz band

1) C/U Separation by Phantom Cells

bands.

(Figure 2), and when setting the ele-

2) Introduction of Massive-element

ment spacing to half the wavelength

The Phantom cell concept shown in
Figure 1 has been proposed as a basic

Antennas in High frequency band

(7.5 mm), it becomes possible to mount

5G architecture [2]. Here, a conventional

Cells

256 elements in an area approximately

Achieving super high bit rates great-

12 cm square. Generally, for the same

(or quasi-macro

er than 10 Gbps requires bandwidths of

area, the number of elements that can

cell) in an overlay* configuration. In

several 100 MHz. To this end, we have

be mounted can be significantly increased

this scheme, the macro cell uses the

been studying the use of high frequency

when using higher frequency bands

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) band (0.3–

bands, but it is known that radio propa-

(shorter wavelengths). A massive-ele-

3 GHz) employed by the existing sys-

gation loss increases at higher frequen-

ment antenna can be used to generate

tem while overlaid small cells use higher

cies. This issue can be resolved by in-

sharp beams (antenna directivity) by

frequency bands, namely, the low Su-

troducing massive-element antennas in

controlling the amplitude and phase of

per High Frequency (SHF) band (3–6

high frequency band cells. In such a

signals transmitted (received) from each

GHz), high SHF band (6–30 GHz), and

configuration, high frequency bands

element. This process is called “beam-

Extremely High Frequency (EHF) band

become available for use by suppress-

forming,” which has the effect of com-

(30–300 GHz). This scheme also estab-

ing the radio propagation loss through

pensating for radio propagation loss.

lishes a connection link for the Control

the application of massive-element an-

2) Beamforming Effect

macro

cell*2

contains multiple instanc-

es of a small

cell*3
4

that handles control

tennas. Macro-cell-assisted operation of

The beamforming effect in the 3.5,

signals via the macro cell and a con-

massive-element antennas is also pos-

10, and 20 GHz bands given a total trans-

nection link specifically for the User

sible.

mission power of 33 dBm*7 for all an-

Plane

(C-plane)*5

C/U split
connections

Macro cell

Low frequency
band (UHF)
Massive-element
antenna

High frequency
band (SHF, EHF)

Figure 1

*2

*3
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data via overlaid cells, i.e., C/U split

2.2 Beamforming Effect of
Massive-element Antenna

Plane (U-plane)*6 that handles user

Macro cell: A cellular communication area in
which one base station can cover a radius of
from several hundred meters to several tens of
kilometers.
Small cell: General term for a cell covering a
small area compared with a macro cell and hav-

Small cell
(quasi-macro cell)

Combination of Phantom cell concept and Massive MIMO

*4
*5

ing low transmission power.
Overlay: The arranging of cells each covering
a relatively small area within a macro cell area.
C-plane: Plane that handles control signals. The
process of exchanging control signals to establish
communications, etc.

*6
*7

U-plane: Plane that handles user data. The process of transmitting and receiving user data.
dBm: Power value [mW] expressed as 10log
(P). The value relative to a 1 mW standard
(1 mW=0 dBm).
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tenna elements is shown in Figure 3.

distance for the same antenna size in

tenna is called “Massive MIMO” [7] [8].

Specifically, this figure shows beam-

the case of a 20 GHz antenna. In other

As shown in Figure 4, appropriately

arrival distances for each of these fre-

words, the number of elements increases

controlling a massive-element antenna

quency bands and for massive-element-

and costs rise as frequency increases.

in Massive MIMO can expand the com-

antenna sizes of 20, 40, and 80 cm

As a result, finding measures for reduc-

munication area through propagation

square. On comparing these results for

ing such costs in massive-element an-

loss compensation and can also increase

the same number of elements, it can

tennas has become an issue in 5G multi-

the system capacity of the high frequen-

be seen that arrival distance becomes

antenna technology.

cy band cell through user multiplexing
that simultaneously connects multiple

shorter as frequency becomes higher,

users [9]. Massive MIMO can also in-

GHz. However, while the arrival distance

2.3 User Multiplexing and
Spatial Multiplexing in
Massive-element Antennas

jumps to 490 m for a 100 (10 × 10) ele-

1) Massive MIMO Effect by Massive-

plexing of more than one data stream*9.

but that it does not significantly decrease
for the same antenna size even at 20

ment antenna in the 10 GHz band, more

crease the communication bit rate for an
individual user through spatial multi-

element Antenna

than 400 (20 × 20) elements would be

However, to achieve these capabili-

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

needed to achieve about the same arrival

(MIMO)*8

ties, a precoding*10 process is needed in

transmission using a massive-element an-

the transmitter to prevent interference

Approx.
12 cm

：
：

：
：

Approx.
12 cm

Mounts 256 antenna elements per base station
Figure 2

Effect of introducing Massive MIMO
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600 m
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1,029 m
1,200 m

(20 × 20 elements)

715 m

(7 × 7 elements)

900 m
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(20 × 20 elements)

Antenna
size

85 m

911 m
：
：

(14 × 14 elements)

：
：

1,246 m
80 cm

Figure 3

*8
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Beamforming effect

MIMO: A signal transmission technology that
improves communications quality and spectral
efficiency by using multiple transmitter and receiver antennas to transmit signals at the same
time and same frequency.

Stream: A data sequence transmitted over a
propagation channel using MIMO transmission.
*10 Precoding: A process for improving the quality
of signal reception by multiplying signals before
transmission with weights according to the current radio propagation channel.
*9
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Compensates for radio propagation loss
and expands cell area

32

Figure 4

Increases cell capacity by simultaneously
connecting multiple users

Effects of introducing Massive MIMO

between users and between streams.

Covering a wide area in this way can

cy bands compared with low fre-

Furthermore, to achieve high-accuracy

facilitate the construction of an efficient

quency bands, so the shadowing

precoding, Channel State Information

service area even in a suburban envi-

effects caused by the body of a

(CSI)*11

ronment.

user holding a mobile phone must

that conveys the state of the

radio propagation channel is also needed
in the transmitter, so CSI as estimated
on the terminal side has to be fed back
to the base station. A method that combines this CSI with CSI obtained by
Time Division Duplex

(TDD)*12-based

channel reciprocity*13 can also be considered [7].
2) Optimal Operation of Massive MIMO

3. Technical Issues in
High Frequency Band
Massive MIMO and
Efforts toward
Deployment
3.1 Technical Issues in Highfrequency-band Massive
MIMO

also be taken into account [10].
• To implement Massive MIMO
in equipment at low cost, it will
be necessary to achieve the highfrequency-band Radio Frequency
(RF)*14 circuit and baseband*15
processing circuit on one chip to
the extent possible using, for
example, a silicon Complemen-

The antenna elements in Massive

As described above, the use of high

tary Metal Oxide Semiconductor

MIMO are used for both beamforming

frequency bands is essential to signifi-

(CMOS)* 16 Integrated Circuit

and user/spatial multiplexing and are

cantly improve system capacity and bit

(IC). Recently, however, it has

therefore allocated as needed. However,

rate in 5G. However, there are not a few

become possible to implement RF

for a fixed number of antenna elements,

technical issues that need to be resolved

circuits for even the EHF band

this means that the beamforming effect

to introduce Massive MIMO in high

on silicon CMOS, so conditions

will suffer as the user/spatial multiplex-

frequency bands, as described below.

for using high frequency bands

ing number increases. There is therefore

• The spatial characteristics of the

a need to operate Massive MIMO in an

radio propagation path in high

are coming to be established.

appropriate manner in unison with CSI.

frequency bands assuming the

• Although it is technically diffi-

Additionally, decreasing the user/spatial

use of a massive-element antenna

cult to achieve high gain in a

multiplexing number (increasing the

have not yet been sufficiently ex-

high frequency band power am-

number of antenna elements allocated to

plained [10]. Furthermore, in ad-

plifier, Massive MIMO makes it

beamforming) can enhance the beam-

dition to propagation loss, shad-

possible to incorporate a power

forming effect while also achieving a

owing loss due to structures and

amplifier for each antenna and

quasi-macro cell as shown in Fig. 1.

obstacles is large in high frequen-

thereby greatly reduce the trans-

*11 CSI: Parameters indicating attenuation, phase
rotation, and delay of a transmission signal after
passing through a radio propagation channel
between transmitter and receiver.
*12 TDD: A bidirectional transmission/reception
method. It enables bidirectional communications

by using the same frequency band in the uplink
and downlink while allocating signals to different
transmission times.
*13 Channel reciprocity: In bidirectional communications, the effects of same channel fluctuation
on the receive signal in the uplink and downlink.

*14 RF: The carrier frequency of the radio signal.
*15 Baseband: Signal band before modulation or
after demodulation.
*16 CMOS: A type of semiconductor circuit characterized by low power consumption that conducts very little current in a steady state.

in terms of implementing circuits
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mission power required per pow-

systems in order to deploy many

toward individual users from a rela-

er amplifier. Achieving high gain

Massive MIMO base stations for

tively high location. In contrast, distrib-

here is consequently not a prob-

use in high frequency bands.

uted Massive MIMO emits radio signals
from multiple compact many-element

lem. On the other hand, the fre-

antennas thereby mitigating the shadow-

relatively high level of phase

3.2 Toward Massive MIMO in
Low SHF Band

noise* 18 ,

1) Distributed Massive MIMO

obstacles. Thus, in terms of usage envi-
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quency

synthesizer*17

exhibits a

so in 5G, that effect

ing effects in an environment with many

must be considered when setting

Massive MIMO presumes the use of

ronments, we can consider the use of

radio parameters such as the sub-

massive-element antennas. In the low

localized Massive MIMO in the suburbs

carrier*19

spacing.

SHF band, concentrating more than 100

or comparatively large public squares

• Given the need to prepare many

antenna elements at a single location re-

or plazas and the use of distributed

RF circuits in a number corre-

sults in a fairly large antenna as shown

Massive MIMO in shopping malls or

sponding to the number of an-

in Fig. 3. One method for avoiding such

business districts. In actuality, however,

tenna elements, studies are also

a large antenna is distributed Massive

a service area must be constructed with

being performed on integrating

MIMO that arranges compact low-SHF-

a flexible combination of concentrat-

filters and antennas [11]. Another

band many-element antennas at multi-

ed and distributed deployments and a

problem here is that downsizing

ple locations so that antenna size be-

mechanism for doing so must be devel-

devices will require high-preci-

comes comparable to that of high-SHF-

oped.

sion processing. Massive MIMO

band massive-element antennas.

will require technology for fabri-

2) Combining Concentrated and

Fundamental transmission experiments have been held using a massive-

cating and wiring circuits at su-

Distributed Deployments According

element antenna consisting of 128 ele-

per high densities, but the effects

to Usage Environment

ments (Figure 5) as technical verifica-

of mutual coupling between an-

In the case of low-SHF-band Mas-

tion of concentrated Massive MIMO [12].

tennas and devices in such a

sive MIMO in a localized arrangement,

Furthermore, as technical verification of

super-high-density configuration

a massive-element antenna will be in-

distributed Massive MIMO, fundamental

can be large. To reduce such ef-

stalled on the roof of a building, for ex-

transmission experiments have been held

fects, there will be a need for

ample, and sharp beams will be formed

on installing compact many-element an-

calibration*20

so that the charac-

teristics between antenna elements

Antenna elements

match.
• Although an array antenna*21
consisting of several tens of elements has already been achieved
in the form of an adaptive array
antenna*22 and Active Antenna
System (AAS)*23, it will be necessary in 5G to greatly reduce
costs compared with that of past

*17 Synthesizer: Device for frequency and waveform modulation.
*18 Phase noise: Phase fluctuation that occurs due
to frequency components other than those of the
carrier frequency in a local oscillator signal.
*19 Subcarrier: An individual carrier for transmit-
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Figure 5

Example of a localized Massive MIMO antenna (128 elements)

ting a signal in multi-carrier transmission schemes
such as OFDM.
*20 Calibration: Pre-correction of imbalance in
characteristics among antennas when arranging
multiple antenna elements, etc. to emit signals
in a suitable manner.

*21 Array antenna: An antenna consisting of a
matrix of multiple elements.
*22 Adaptive array antenna: An antenna array
that can orient radio waves in the direction of
their arrival at the receiver by controlling the
phase of individual antenna elements.
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tennas in high-density distributed de-

MIMO.

configuration, digital precoding using

ployments with coordinated multipoint

1) Full Digital Massive MIMO

CSI becomes possible in the frequency

transmission. These antennas are capa-

The configuration of a typical Mas-

ble of flexible antenna configurations

sive MIMO transmitter employing Or-

cess called “full digital Massive MIMO.”

as shown in Figure 6 [13].

thogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-

However, implementing full digital Mas-

is shown in Figure 7.

sive MIMO in the high SHF band and

This transmitter requires Digital to Ana-

EHF band is not without its problems.

log Converters (DACs) and upconvert-

For example, it requires DACs and An-

ers in the same number as transmitter

alog to Digital Converters (ADCs) that

Compared with the low SHF band,

antenna elements. Similarly, it also re-

are expensive and that consume rela-

Massive MIMO in the high SHF band

quires the baseband processing circuits

tively more power as a result of wider

and EHF band features wideband signals

that perform an Inverse Fast Fourier

signal bandwidths, and it also requires

3.3 Toward Massive MIMO in
High SHF Band and EHF
Band

massive-element RF circuits for which

to signals as signal pro-

high-performance operation is difficult.

Transform

ments. There is therefore a need for cost-

Prefix (CP)*

saving measures in the configuration of

cessing in exactly the same number as

radio equipment that achieves Massive

transmitter antenna elements. In this

1 unit

3 units

(IFFT)*25
26

6 units

2) Hybrid Beamforming
Beamforming means orienting a beam

8 units

Multiple elements in 1 unit

Flexible configuration of distributed antennas

Figure 6

Distributed-type arrangements of compact many-element antennas

NT

Stream #1

NT
DAC

+CP

DAC

・・・

・・・

IFFT

#1

Upconverter

・・・

・・・

Frequency domain

+CP

・・・

Digital precoder

IFFT
・・・

#M

Figure 7

#NT
Upconverter

Time domain

Typical Massive MIMO transmitter using OFDM (full digital Massive MIMO)

*23 AAS: A system that integrates antenna elements
and RF circuits that have traditionally been separated thereby providing a more efficient system.
*24 OFDM: A parallel-transmission technique that
divides data among multiple mutually orthogonal
carriers.

34

and attach a Cyclic

and a greater number of antenna ele-

・・・
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ing

(OFDM)*24

domain*27 in a high-performance pro-

*25 IFFT: A calculation technique for achieving highspeed processing of an inverse discrete Fourier
transform that converts a sampled frequency
domain (see *27) signal into a sampled time
domain (see *28) signal. The inverse transform
of a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) that corre-

sponds to high-speed processing of a discrete
Fourier transform.
*26 CP: A guard time inserted between symbols in
OFDM signals, etc. to minimize interference
between prior and subsequent symbols caused
by multipath effects.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 4

in the direction of radio-signal radiation

beamforming to be moved to a position

figuration that combines digital precod-

(arrival), so common beamforming across

after IFFT processing and only beam-

ing and analog beamforming as shown

the entire band can be considered after

forming in digital precoding to be moved

in Figures 8 and 9 [14] [15]. This con-

to the time

figuration moves only the beamforming

mance degradation. In this case, com-

To achieve low-cost Massive MIMO

process in the full digital configuration

monalizing the beamforming process

transmitters, studies have been per-

to the time domain and replaces it with

across all subcarriers would enable

formed on a hybrid beamforming con-

analog beamforming achieved by vari-

Full-array type
analog beamforming

Frequency domain

・・・

DAC

・・・

+CP

・・・

・・・

IFFT

Upconverter

・・・

・・・

Digital precoder

DAC

・・・

+CP

・・・

・・・

#M

L
IFFT

#1

・・・

L

Stream #1

・・・

Upconverter

#NT

Time domain

Variable phase shifter
Adder

Figure 8

Full-array type hybrid beamforming

Sub-array type
analog beamforming
#1

・・・

Digital precoder

・・・

Frequency domain

Upconverter

・・・

DAC

NT/L

・・・

・・・

+CP

・・・

・・・

IFFT

Upconverter

・・・

DAC

・・・

+CP

・・・

・・・

#M

L
IFFT

・・・

L

Stream #1

・・・
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allowing for a certain amount of perfor-

domain*28.

#NT

Time domain
Variable phase shifter

Figure 9

*27 Frequency domain: In signal analysis, this
domain is used to show the frequency makeup
of a signal’s components. A frequency-domain
signal can be converted to a time-domain signal
by an inverse Fourier transform.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 4

Sub-array type hybrid beamforming

*28 Time domain: In signal analysis, this domain
is used to show the temporal makeup of a signal’s
components. A time-domain signal can be converted to a frequency-domain signal by a Fourier
transform.
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able phase shifters*29 in the RF circuits.

streams using multiple beams will be

Massive MIMO in the high SHF band

In such a hybrid beamforming configu-

required. Under this condition, a hybrid

through computer simulations. In these

ration, only beam-number L worth of

beamforming configuration can be con-

simulations, we compared the charac-

DACs and upconverters need be pre-

sidered from a cost-reduction perspec-

teristics of full digital Massive MIMO

pared and the number of IFFT processes

tive, and Fixed analog Beamforming

with those of two types of hybrid beam-

can be reduced.

and CSI-based Precoding (FBCP) as a

forming using a 256-element antenna in

Two types of hybrid beamforming

specific algorithm for implementing

the 20 GHz band. We applied the FBCP

can be considered here: a full-array type

such hybrid beamforming has been pro-

algorithm to hybrid beamforming.

using all antenna elements as shown in

posed [18]. This algorithm is summa-

Fig. 8 and a sub-array type using only

rized below.

Table 1. Here, we made the number of

some of the antenna elements as shown

(1) Spatially scan beams by angle-

receiver antenna elements the same for

in Fig. 9. The full-array type requires

fixed analog beamforming and

all users and fixed the total number of

adders*30

and many more variable phase

select L number of beam candi-

transmission streams to 16, which were

shifters, but its performance is much

dates in order of beams with

divided up evenly among users in a

higher.

highest received power at the ter-

Multi-User (MU) environment. As shown

3) Configuration with Analog

minal

in Figure 10, we positioned the user in

(2) Transmit a reference signal using

the Single User (SU) environment di-

As an even simpler configuration,

the selected beams generated by

rectly in front of the base station, and

there is also a method that uses only

analog beamforming and estimate

in the MU environment (no. of users

analog beamforming. In this case, there

CSI at the terminal

NU=4), we positioned the users in front

Beamforming Only

is no need for digital precoding, so the

(3) Feed back the estimated CSI to

of the base station at 20° intervals. Fur-

beamforming circuit can be simplified.

the base station, execute digital

thermore, for the modulation schemes

Despite this advantage, if narrow beams

precoding using that CSI, and

and coding rates*31 shown in Table 1,

generated by such analog beamforming

perform communications

we applied combinations of them us-

cannot be made mutually orthogonal,

ing Adaptive Modulation and Coding

inter-beam interference cannot be reduced.

As described above, reference-sig-

(AMC)*32. In particular, the combina-

It would then be necessary to reduce the

nal insertion loss can be minimized by

tion of 256 Quadrature Amplitude Mod-

number of beams and increase the num-

transmitting a reference signal by the

ulation (256QAM)*33 and coding rate

ber of antenna elements for generating

selected beams instead of transmitting

R=3/4 enabled a maximum transmission

each beam. The potential of analog beam-

it by all spatially scanned beam candi-

rate of 31.4 Gbps by 16-stream MIMO

forming in the high SHF band and EHF

dates.

spatial multiplexing.

4. Feasibility of Super
High Bit Rates by
Massive MIMO in
High SHF Band

4.1 Comparison of Full Digital
and Two Types of Hybrid
Beamforming

band has been demonstrated by transmission experiments [16] [17].
4) FBCP Algorithm for Hybrid
Beamforming
To achieve super high bit rates great-

36

Simulation conditions are listed in

The throughput characteristics of

er than 10 Gbps at bandwidths of several

We set out to quantitatively clarify

L=NT=256 full digital Massive MIMO

100 MHz, the spatial multiplexing of

the feasibility of super high bit rates by

and hybrid beamforming using two types

*29 Variable phase shifter: A device for changing
the phase of a radio signal to another phase.
*30 Adder: A device for adding multiple electrical
signals and outputting the result.
*31 Code rate: The proportion of data bits to the
number of coded bits after channel coding. For

example, if the code rate is 3/4, for every 3 data
bits, 4 coded bits are generated by channel coding.
*32 AMC: A method for making transmission more
efficient by adaptively changing the combination
of modulation scheme and coding rate according
to the propagation environment.

*33 256QAM: Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) is a modulation method using both amplitude and phase. In 256QAM, 256 (28) symbols exist, so this method allows for the transmission of 8 bits at one time.
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of analog beamforming configurations

Gbps for an average SNR lower than

that in the sub-array type resulting in a

are shown in Figure 11. For hybrid

that of NU=1. The reason for this is that

narrow beam. Thus, in a MU environ-

beamforming, we set the number of

interference between users in a MU

ment, the effects of inter-user interfer-

selected beams to L=32 for both NU=1

environment can be appropriately re-

ence are small and an inter-user inter-

and NU=4 number of users and pre-

duced so that high-intensity radio sig-

ference reduction effect can be obtained

sented total throughput for all users in

nals arriving at multiple users can be

even for a relatively small number of

the case of NU=4.

used. Furthermore, the full-array type

beams.

These simulation results show that

of analog beamforming achieves char-

Moreover, for NU=1, the character-

full digital Massive MIMO and the

acteristics superior to those of the sub-

istics of full digital and full-array type

two types of hybrid beamforming can

array type, which is particularly notice-

of hybrid beamforming are nearly equiv-

achieve a throughput greater than 20

able for NU=4. The reason for this can

alent, which means that hybrid beam-

Gbps for average Signal to Noise Ratio

be given as follows. The number of

forming can achieve throughput close

(SNR)*34

above 16 dB. In addition, total

antenna elements used for forming one

to that of full digital while keeping

throughput for all users can reach 20

beam in the full-array type is more than

transmitter cost down.

Table 1

*1
*2
*3
*4

Simulation conditions

Carrier frequency

20 GHz

Bandwidth

400 MHz

No. of active subcarriers

Pilot: 32; data: 2,000

No. of antenna elements

NT = 256, NR = 16

No. of users

NU = 1, 4

Total no. of streams

M = 16

Total no. of beams

L = 16, 32, 64, 128

Modulation schemes

QPSK*1, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM (w/AMC)

Channel coding

Turbo code*2
Coding rate R = 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 (w/AMC)

Fading*3

16 path Nakagami-Rice fading*4
(K = 10 dB)

QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying): A digital modulation scheme that uses a combination of four signals with different phases to enable the simultaneous transmission of two bits of data.
Turbo code: A type of error correction code that performs decoding repeatedly using reliability information of decoding results thereby achieving robust error correction.
Fading: Fluctuation in the received level of a radio signal due to terminal movement or multipath effects.
Nakagami-Rice fading: Model of a multipath environment that includes radio signals that arrive directly (with no reflection) from the base station (signal strength is high).

SU environment

Figure 10

MU environment

User arrangement

*34 SNR: The ratio of the desired signal power to
the noise power.
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4.2 Effect of L Number of Beams
in Hybrid Beamforming

35
four users

As described above, throughput in
Total throughput (Gbps)

30

the case of hybrid beamforming depends
on number of beams L. Specifically,
characteristics improve as L becomes

38

smaller is advantageous for lowering
costs, so there is a need here to optimize

20

the number of beams used. Total through-

one user

10

0

put for all users versus number of beams

Full digital
Full-array type
Sub-array type

15

No. of transmit antennas
No. of receive antennas
Total no. of beams
Total no. of transmit streams

5
0

5

10

15

20

NT: 256
NR:16
L: 32
M: 16

25

30

Average SNR (dB)

L is shown in Figure 12. In this simulation, we set number of users to NU=1

Figure 11

and 4 and average SNR to a constant

Total throughput versus average SNR

value of 15 dB. We also set the characteristics of full digital to a fixed value

35
four users

irrespective of L since it performs no

30

analog beamforming. Note that the value

Total throughput (Gbps)

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

larger, but on the other hand, making L

25

L=128 is not feasible in terms of cost
reduction, but it is included in this evaluation to show how hybrid beamforming
approaches the characteristics of full
digital.

25

one user

20
Full digital
Full-array type
Sub-array type

15
10

No. of transmit antennas
NT: 256
No. of receive antennas
NR:16
Total no. of transmit streams M: 16
Average SNR=15 dB

5

As shown by these results, hybrid-

0
16

beamforming characteristics approach
those of full digital as L increases. In

32

48

64

80

96

112

128

No. of selected beams L

particular, as L is divided up for beamforming and user multiplexing in a MU

Figure 12

Total throughput versus no. of selected beams by analog beamforming

environment (NU=4), characteristics improve dramatically at L=32 compared

quality according to the environment is

propriately set parameters can achieve

with L=16, which indicates that inter-

performed; full digital can be expected

characteristics close to full digital.

user interference can be appropriately

to have higher throughput if such con-

reduced at around L=32 in this environ-

trol were included.

5. Conclusion

ment. In addition, at L=128 for NU=1,

The simulation results presented

In this article, we first described the

full-array type of hybrid beamforming

above demonstrate that super high bit

operation and effect of massive-element

actually exhibits characteristics higher

rates in the 20 GHz band are feasible

antennas as 5G multi-antenna technol-

than those of full digital. However, in

when using a massive-element antenna

ogy, a field in which NTT DOCOMO has

this evaluation, no control of received

and that hybrid beamforming with ap-

taken a worldwide leading position. We

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 4

then described technical issues surrounding massive-element antennas in high
frequency bands and NTT DOCOMO’s

(in Japanese).

Global Vendors,” NTT DOCOMO Tech-

[13] M. Tsutsui, K. Ando, C. Akiyama, T.

nical Journal, Vol.17, No.4, pp.60-69,

Dateki, H. Seki, M. Minowa, T. Okuyama,

Apr. 2016.

S. Suyama and Y. Okumura: “Indoor

efforts in implementing practical anten-

[7] Y. Kishiyama, S. Nagata, A. Benjebbour

Experiment of Wideband MIMO trans-

nas of this type. Finally, we presented

and T. Nakamura: “Hierarchical Multi-

mission for 5G Ultra High-Density Dis-

Beam Massive MIMO for 5G Future

tributed Smart Antenna Systems,” IEICE

Radio Access,” Proceedings of the IEICE

Technical Report, Vol.115, No.233,

General Conference, ABS-1-8, Mar.

RCS2015-180, pp.125-130, Oct. 2015

2014 (in Japanese).

(in Japanese).

the results of computer simulations in
evaluating super high bit rates using a

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

[6] A Harada et al.: “5G Trials with Major

massive-element antenna in a high frequency band and discussed the feasibil-

[8] S. Suyama, J. Shen, K. Takeda, Y. Kishiyama

[14] S. Suyama, T. Obara, J. Shen and Y.

ity of achieving super-high-speed com-

and Y. Okumura: “Super High Bit Rate

Okumura: “Influence of Analog Beam-

Radio Access Technologies for Future

forming Configuration on Massive

Radio Access and Mobile Optical Net-

MIMO with Hybrid Beamforming in

work,” IEICE Technical Report, RCS2013-

High Frequency Bands,” IEICE Technical

165, Oct. 2013 (in Japanese).

Report, Vol.114, No.490, RCS2014-337,

munications in this way. Going forward,
we plan to evaluate the possibility of
super-high-speed communications by
conducting outdoor transmission experiments using massive-element antennas.
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